
David T. London 
60 Exchange Street 

Suite C3-120 
Richmond HIll, GA  31324 

 

Tuesday, September 1, 2020 
Mayor and Council  
City of Richmond Hill 
40 Richard Davis Dr 
Richmond HIll, GA  31324 
 
Good evening, all: 

My name is David T. London and I am a 17-year resident of Richmond Hill. I 
stand here tonight at the September 1st City Council meeting to:  

● 1) represent so very many people across our community (as John Donne 
said so eloquently, “No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a 
piece of the continent, a part of the main”), 

● 2) address the ongoing National and local discussion of systemic racism,  

● 3) express our community’s gratitude for how that conversation is 
progressing in Richmond Hill, and  

● 4) ask three things of our Mayor and Council.  

The discussion on race in America is playing out in many ways across our 
Nation. Here in Richmond Hill, our community’s discussion is taking one of the 
more positive approaches. It is undeniable that there are valid concerns being 
raised and that those concerns are rooted in our history of Slavery. It is 
undeniable that there are racial disparities in our Nation and that those same 
disparities are here in our local community. And it is undeniable that systemic 
racism is a problem that has not often been talked about so broadly until the 
murder of George Floyd on May 25th of this year.  

Richmond Hill is proud of the hundreds of people that participated in the June 1st 
peaceful protest declaring that Black lives do indeed matter. In fact, as I speak 
tonight, this video is playing as a reminder of what our community is doing as 
active participants in the discussion on race. The actions of our Richmond Hill 
community represent very positive steps toward recognizing and addressing the 
problems of systemic racism. And in all of this, I must admit that my biggest fear 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRMM5l-vjHE&feature=youtu.be


 
is that when we are done as a community we will not make any meaningful 
change to address what's going on. 

● Kudos to Mayor and Council for your 100% participation in the June 1st 
Richmond Hill Peaceful Protest demonstrating that Black lives do indeed 
matter.  

● Kudos to our mayor who insisted on speaking at the protest. 

● Kudos to our local pastors who prayed over all that attended and prayed for 
resolution of the painful truths of systemic racism. 

● Kudos to the City of Richmond Hill and the NAACP of Bryan County, of 
which I am a proud and active member, for establishing the Cultural and 
Diversity Task Force on race. 

● Kudos to The Falcon Group, of which I am a proud and active member, and 
the NAACP of Bryan County for sponsoring and participating in historical 
presentations about local Black history, online forums about systemic 
racism in our community, and restoring local slave cemeteries.  

● Kudos to F3, Compassion Christian Church, Richmond Hill United 
Methodist Church, The Falcon Group, and others for rallying around Gene 
Harris to restore the historic Zion Baptist Church. 

● And kudos, maybe most of all, to residents that somehow do not see any 
evidence of systemic racism, but care enough about others to remain 
engaged in the conversation.  

With all the positive things that are going on, it would be such a shame if we 
made no meaningful change to address systemic racism and the disparities in 
our community. What could good look like? Good would be addressing the 
disparities in our community. It would also be good to make families of color feel 
safer by having our police host town hall meetings to discuss local policing 
concerns. Those would be good, and we ask three things of Mayor and Council.  

● #1 - As mentioned during the public comments of the July City Council 
meeting, we ask Mayor and Council to draft and approve a resolution 
around all of these issues--one that makes clear that Black lives do actually 
matter. There is not enough time to reiterate the resolution proposed in 
July, but it is attached as a reference and a starting point.  Our city makes 
resolutions about a great many things in this community. A lot of people do 
not recognize the importance of the issues the five of you make resolutions 
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about. But, nonetheless, those are vital proclamations that show our 
community’s concern, focus, and support for important matters. Is this not 
an important issue that matters and deserves a resolution? 

● #2 - Mayor and Council, please answer in writing the letter that 
accompanied my comments at July’s City Council meeting. The community 
gives nothing but kudos for all that the City and the residents are doing on 
this important issue. And many concerns will be addressed by the NAACP 
Cultural and Diversity Task Force on race which got off to a strong start on 
August 3rd and will meet again on September 10th. Those meetings are 
closed to the public for now, but the community would feel a lot more 
included if they were open door and open access meetings. And our 
continued conversation between the community and City Council tonight 
and two months ago is public. So please reply to the July letter and this 
letter in writing as part of this public conversation. 

● #3 - And lastly, you five officials are the leaders of our community. You are 
the ones we depend upon when hurricanes hit, when Coronavirus 
threatens lives and livelihoods, and even when the traffic from our 
phenomenal population growth becomes too much to bear. Please 
continue to, and "all the more" own and act upon this important matter of 
systemic racism. Where you lead our community will follow.  

And to that point, we want to commend you for your deep and ongoing 
examination of the freestanding emergency room that Memorial Hospital wants to 
build in Richmond HIll across from Publix. There is so much potential in this 
proposal. And we are glad that Mayor and Council are not just "rubber stamping" 
a business venture from a large corporation. You are asking tough questions to 
make sure that our residents are protected, served with ethical and accountable 
medical care, protected from having to pay two, three, ten, or as much as twenty 
times more for medical services than we are paying now (as mentioned during 
the August City Council meeting), and have their taxpayer dollars efficiently used. 
And we really must give special commendation to Councilman Mark Ott for 
courageously bringing to light so many potential concerns that our community 
should be looking into when it comes to the Memorial Hospital freestanding 
emergency room. That is what the people of Richmond Hill depend on the folks in 
your seats to do--ask the tough questions that we would want answered. 
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Again, thank you for setting an atmosphere and environment where open and 
positive dialogue on systemic racism can take place in Richmond HIll. And as 
you consider this letter, please respond in writing so all residents can hear and 
see what our leaders have to say.  

 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
David T. London 
Richmond HIll Resident 
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JULY 7TH REQUESTED CONTENTS OF A CITY PROCLAMATION 
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1 - A proclamation by the city: (Words have meaning, ladies and gentlemen.             
Words need to be said by this city to mark this point in history so that our                 
children’s children and their grandchildren know what Richmond Hill was about           
during this critical point in our nation’s journey of democracy.) 

1 - Opposition to the indifference and systemic racism that allowed 4 police             
officers to casually kill George Floyd by kneeling on his neck and body for 8               
minutes and 46 seconds; 

2 - Proclaim Richmond HIll’s continued determination to recognize and mark the            
vital role indigenous Black people played in building Richmond Hill as enslaved            
people; 

3 - Acknowledge that those inidgenous families were never able to enjoy the             
monetary fruits of their labor once their enslavement ended in Georgia; 

4 - Memorialize the racial history of Richmond Hill by placing comprehensive            
historic displays at the sites of the Kraft school for agricultural sciences and             
farming, the Carver school where local African Americans attended primary          
through secondary school grades once their enslavement ended in Georgia,          
and in other places as may be appropriate;  

5 - Conduct a review of our arrest and sentencing data to identify racial              
disparities in those areas; 

6 - Review and revise the policies of our police department to promote officer              
discretion and accountability, reduce use of force, and advance a community           
policing model; 

7 - Task our City Manager with ensuring diverse and inclusive hiring for all              
departments and require implicit bias and race equity training for all staff; and 

8 - Proclaim that the City will work collaboratively with residents, local            
businesses, and local organizations to dismantle systemic racism in Richmond          
Hill. Appoint a committee of volunteers to identify further steps the City can take              
to advance racial equality and reduce inequity in our city.  
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